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COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES
Investigator Title Sponsor Amount
Black, Monica Folktales: The Meaning, Practice, and
Pathos of Folklore in 20th Century
Germany
Princeton University $54,120
Champion, Lynn Tennessee Junior Science and
Humanities Symposium 2011
Academy of Applied Science $22,000
Cook, Kelsey Support of Andrew Dykstra UT-Battelle - ORNL $27,480
Dadmun, Mark Solubility Studies of Boron
Nanoparticles II
Honeywell Federal Management
and Technologies, LLC
$90,000
Hollenbach, Kandace Paleoethnobotanical Identification of
Carbon Samples from 41HY165, Hays
County
Texas State University $283
Hollenbach, Kandace Zooarchaeological Analysis of
41HY160, Hays County, Texas
Texas State University $911
Hollenbach, Kandace Geoarchaeological Fieldwork for the
North Columbia Quarry Project,
Columbia
Geoarchaeology Research
Associates
$3,628
Moersch, Jeffrey ASU Subcontract: Spectral Mapping
and Thermophysical Characterization of
the Martian Surface
Arizona State University-
Payables and Reimbursement
$25,000
Moersch, Jeffrey Search for Aqueous Minerals With Mars
Exploration Rover Mini-TES Experiment
NASA - Jet Propulsion Laboratory $30,000
COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATION & INFORMATION
Investigator Title Sponsor Amount
Allard, Suzanne; Tenopir,
Carol
UIUC IMLS Proposal Subcontract University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign
$20,722
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, HEALTH AND HUMAN SCIENCES
Investigator Title Sponsor Amount
Fussell, Elizabeth; Cihak,
David; Gibbons, Melinda
Future Program U.S. Dept. of Education $321,683
McFadden, Ronald Student Support Services U.S. Dept. of Education $348,919
Terry, Paul Melatonin and the Metabolic Syndrome Emory University $10,903
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
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Investigator Title Sponsor Amount
Baker, Allen Scalable Thermal Analysis for Real-
Time Signatures (STAR)
DOD - Department of the Army $61,765
Bray, Larry Ohio River Basin, Regional
Input/Output Analysis - Transportation
Rate Update 20
Marshall University Research
Corp
$15,400
Cate, Matthew Fiscal Year 2011 Statewide Survey of
Safety Belt and Motorcycle Helmet
Usage
Tennessee Department of
Transportation
$74,944
Clarke, David Support to ORNL for DHS Development
of Database and Web Service
UT-Battelle - ORNL $1,035
Dodds, Harold Nuclear Safety Research and
Development
UT-Battelle - ORNL $6,160
Everett, Jerry Media Evaluations Tennessee Department of
Transportation
$107,944
Fu, Joshua Air Pollution and Climate Modeling US Environmental Protection
Agency
$163,733
Hall, Howard Technical Support for IAEA Safeguards UT-Battelle - ORNL $27,912
Hall, Howard Thermochromatography Research and
Modeling
UT-Battelle - ORNL $94,000
Hayward, Jason Radiation Detection Research and
Development
UT-Battelle - ORNL $33,358
Li, Xueping Usability of iCare: An Academic
Electronic Health Record Clinical
Simulation Too
iCare Academic LLC $10,639
Liaw, Peter Sample Environment Equipment
Development
UT-Battelle - ORNL $20,000
McHargue, Carl Computational Modeling for Radiation
Effects
UT-Battelle - ORNL $40,000
McHargue, Carl; Barabash,
Rozaliya
X-Ray Diffuse Scattering- 2 UT-Battelle - ORNL $72,121
Simerly, Karen Tennessee Traffic Safety Resource
Service - A Statewide Service
Tennessee Department of
Transportation
$370,058
Upadhyaya, Belle Nuclear Reactor Instrumentation and
Control (I & C) and Digital I & C
Implementation
University of Florida $70,085
CAMPUS CENTERS & INSTITUTES
Investigator Title Sponsor Amount
Ezzell, Timothy Appalachian Teaching Project 2010 East Tennessee State University $4,000
Nichols, Jeffrey Probalistic Quantification in
Multidimensional Systems
UT-Battelle - ORNL $22,651
Sayler, Gary; Pfiffner,
Susan; Vishnivetskaya,
Tatiana
Assessment of Microbial Communities
Associated with Human Microbiota,
Stream
UT-Battelle - ORNL $84,999
Webster, Sheila Worker Training at Department of
Energy Facilities
NIH - National Institute of
Environmental Sciences
$107,500
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